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is the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR, ErbB-1, HER1 in humans) exists on the cell surface and is activated by binding of its specific ligands, majorly including epidermal growth factor (EGF) (Usuda et al., 2013) . Upon activation by its growth factor ligands, EGFR stimulates its intrinsic intracellular protein -tyrosine kinase activity which by autophophorylation events initiate several signal transduction cascades ( principally the MAPK, PTEN/Akt and JNK pathways) leading to DNA synthesis and cell division and proliferation (Wang et al., 2012) . The prognostic importance of EGFR expression in Non-Small Cell lung cancer and more importantly, its ability to predict response to anti-EGFR therapies are currently the subjects of active research. Several drugs have been developed and approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for treating cancers and other diseases caused by activated RTKs. However, the response rate to these drugs is only about 20%, corresponding to an increase of three months in median survival, with no significant difference between different regimens (Marino et al., 2002) . Like many other anticancer medications, targeted therapies show efficacy in only a subset of recipients. It seems that a 'therapeutic plateau' has been reached using standard cytotoxic chemotherapy, and the prognosis of advanced NSCLC remains poor (Yang 2014) . Numerous side effects have been associated with the present EGFR inhibitors mainly involving dermatological diagnosis of papulopustular rash, paronychias, conjunctivitis, hypertrichosis, skin fissures, and generalized pruritus (Lynch et al., 2007; Lacouture et al., 2010) . In some patients regular use of cetuximunab had complaints of electrolyte imbalances such as hypomagnesemia and hypokalemia (Thatcher et al., 2005; Lacouture et al., 2006) . Hematologic side effects are generally not significant with EGFR inhibitors however; Febrile neutropenia was more significant with cetuximab and geftinib (Pirker et al., 2009) . Thus, there is a continuous need for new treatments to improve survival.
Therefore in the view of given drawbacks, present study centres to identify high affinity anti-EGFR compound with a potential to disrupt the EGFR-EGF interactions in the clinical treatment of NSCLC.
Materials and Methods
Selection of inhibitors and structure similarity search
Five potential recently FDA approved EGFR inhibitors -Afatinib, Dacomitinib, Erlotinib, Lapatinib, Rociletinib served as query molecules for shape similarity search.
Similarity search, preparation of protein and compounds
The selected inhibitors served as query molecules for shape similarity search. Similarity search was supervised by binary finger print based tanimoto similarity equation to retrieve compounds with similarity threshold of 95 % against NCBI's PubChem compound database. All the structures were optimized through OPLS 2005 force field algorithm (Jorgensen et al., 1996) (Ferguson et al, 2003) which was processed by removing all bound crystal water molecules and adding hydrogen bonds. Explicit hydrogen, bond orders, disulphide bonds, hybridizations and charges were assigned wherever missing. The resulting structure was energy minimized at protonation state of 7.4 using OPLS-2005 force field by protein preparation wizard of Schrödinger suite 2013.
Ligand receptor docking
Molecular docking program Molegro Virtual Docker (MVD, 2010.4.0.0) which includes highly efficient PLP (Kelotra et al., 2014) and MolDock scoring function (Yang et al., 2004) provided flexible platform for molecular docking (Bandaru et al., 2015) . The optimized structures of Afatinib, Dacomitinib, Erlotinib, Lapatinib, Rociletinib were docked into the active site of (EGF binding site) EGFR. Docking parameters were set to 0.20 Å as grid resolution, maximum iteration of 1500 and maximum population size of 50. Energy minimization and hydrogen bonds were optimized after the docking. Simplex evolution was set at maximum steps of 300 with neighbourhood distance factor of 1. Binding affinity and interactions of inhibitor with protein was evaluated on the basis of the internal ES (Electrostatic Interaction), internal hydrogen bond interactions and sp2-sp2 torsions. Post docked ligand-receptor complex energy was minimized using Nelder Mead Simplex Minimization (using non-grid force field and H bond directionality) (Nelder et al., 1965) .
Protein-protein docking studies
Structural complex of Human EGFR and EGF was retrieved from Protein Data Bank (PDB ID: 1NQL). The EGFR and EGF structures were separated and saved in two different pdb files. The EGF was docked to free and ligand bound EGFR. Protein -Protein docking was executed through object recognition and image segmentation algorithm embedded in Patchdock server (Schneidman-Duhovny et al., 2005) . Default parameter was set as clustering RMSD at 4.0.
ADMET and bioactivity prediction of compounds.
All the similar compounds retrieved were screened for its drug ability by lipinksi filters. The complete ADMET properties were calculated using admetSAR (Cheng et al., 2012) DOI:http://dx.doi.org/10.7314/APJCP.2015.16.18 
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webserver (© Molinspiration Cheminformatics 2014). LC 50 was predicted using T.E.S.T. Version 4.1 (2012, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency) software.
Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) and Interface Property Calculation
Solvent accessible surface area of the complexes was calculated by GETAREA server (Ahmad et al., 2004) , protein interfaces were calculated by Aquaprot (Reichmann et al., 2008) and interface property was calculated using 2P2I inspector (Basse et al., 2013) online server.
Results and Discussion
Evident from docking (rerank) scores, among the established parent compounds undertaken in the study, Erlotinib showed highest binding affinity against EGFR further, it was interesting to note that all the similar compounds identified against parent compound had higher binding affinity against EGFR protein in comparison to their respective parent compounds. Further, compound AGN-PC-0MXVWT (PubChem ID: 10048580) akin to Erlotinib showed highest affinity against the EGFR amongst all the compounds (parent and similars) undertaken in this study. Erlotinib similar-AGN-PC-0MXVWT showed 1.3 folds higher affinity than its parent compound Erlotinib. The docking scores of parent and their respective similars are provided in Table 1 .
In the further analysis we investigated the rationale behind the high affinity of AGN-PC-0MXVWT against EGFR. Molecular insights revealed that the internal ligand interactions of AGN-PC-0MXVWT grossly contribute for its higher affinity with EGFR interactions. As shown in table 1, the higher binding affinity of Erlotinib similar can further be attributed to higher hydrogen bonding potential along with long and short range electrostatic interaction.
The similar compounds retrieved against each parent were further tested for their in silico ADMET profile and solubility properties (Table 2) . Except for SCHEMBL15205939 (PubChem ID: 89764178) a similar compound to Rociletinib the entire similar compounds retrieved, demonstrated appreciable pharmacological profile. Further, the LC50 values and bioactivity scores were quite considerable for the entire compounds screened against their parents (Table 3) . Of particular note, erlotinib similar AGN-PC-0MXVWT demonstrated better LC values among all the similar compounds retrieved. In addition of having least LC 50 value, AGN-PC-0MXVWT also showed highest activity against the receptor which testifies it to be target specific. Since AGN-PC-0MXVWT shows least specificity to other receptors and showing highest specificity against receptors (in the present case Receptor Tyrosine Kinases), therefore it can be well presumed that it should activate only the receptors and not any other drug targets and thereby show least amount of side effect by not affecting the function of other drug targets. As evident from protein-protein docking studies, the EGFR-EGF interactions are efficiently inhibited in presence of inhibitors as compared to ligand free EGFR, thus implying there occurs a declined EGFR-EGF interactions in presence of inhibitors. It is interesting to note that, except for compound Dacomitinib similar AKOS024836912 (PubChem ID: 90544772) all the similar compounds had superior inhibitory potential than their parent compounds. In particular, Erlotinib similar AGN-PC-0MXVWT (PubChem ID: 10048580) had highest inhibitory potential among all the compounds (parent and their respective similar). Erlotinib similar showed 1.23 folds better inhibitory potential than its parent compounds Erlotinib. The patch dock scores (proteinprotein docking scores) of EGFR-EGF interaction in presence of inhibitors and their respective akin is shown in Table 4 .
The rationale behind EGFR-EGF docking results in presence and absence of inhibitors were complemented by interface property calculations (Table 5) . From extensive interface properties calculated it is quite apparent that all the similar compounds had well inhibitory potential than their respective parent compound (except for Dacomitinib similar AKOS024836912, in the presence of which relatively showed high interactions of EGFR-EGF interactions compared to remaining similar compound ). As mentioned afore, Erlotinib similar AGN-PC-0MXVWT was superior among the undertaken compounds in preventing the EGFR-EGF interactions (as revealed from patch dock scores) and interface properties calculations further asserts this observation. The concurrence between patch dock results and EGFR-EGF interface property calculation is supported by the fact that :http://dx.doi.org/10.7314/APJCP.2015.16.18 
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the total interface area in EGFR-EGF complex was 1.3 folds declined in presence of Erlotinib similar AGN-PC-0MXVWT compared to the complex harboring its parent compound Erlotinib. Further comparative analysis of the number of surface and buried atoms of the EGFR -EGF complexes has unveiled that AGN-PC-0MXVWT bound EGFR -EGF complex had considerable increase in the number of surface atoms and a decrease in buried atoms therefore implying a weak interaction between EGF and EGFR. In addition, AGN-PC-0MXVWT bound EGFR-EGF complex showed highest total solvent accessibility surface area which gives a clue towards decreased EGFR-EGF interactions. It is also imperative to note that the total solvent accessibility surface area of AGN-PC-0MXVWT bound EGFR-EGF complex increased by 1.4 folds when compared to the Erlotinib bound EGFR-EGF complex. Likewise, gap index was highest between EGFR-EGF in presence of AGN-PC-0MXVWT indicating it to be the powerful and potential inhibitor in disrupting EGFR-EGF interactions among the compound (Parent and respective similar) undertaken in the present study.
Owing to superior inhibitory potential of Erlotinib similar AGN-PC-0MXVWT (Figure 1a) , it was further mapped for its pharmacophoric properties. As shown in Figure 1 Figure  2a . Interface area and participating residues of EGFR and EGF with AGN-PC-0MXVWT is shown in Figure 2b .
In conclusion the together with molecular docking analysis, protein-protein patch docking, interface property and SASA analysis we put forth erlotinib akin compound AGN-PC-0MXVWT that brings about the perturbed interactions between EGFR and EGF, thereby preventing the downstream kinase signaling of EGFR associated with J Clin, 60, 277-300. Jorgensen WL, Maxwell DS, Tirado-Rives J (1996 
